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I have be巴n working with a textile technique called This effect has been more intentionally employ巴d
Ikat (Kasuri in Japanes巴） in my wall pieces. It is a in the work ;“ NINE TONE POEM ~ Verse of the 
time-consuming process of ancient tradition, which Earth, Verse of the Sky, Verse of th巴 Sea”（photograph
is thought to have been discover巴d and developed P.13,-warp & weft Ikat). This piece was designed 
in the area of India/ Indonesia and spread to other to be hanged on a eighteen meter (24foot) wide marble 
parts of the world. Japan is one of the places where wall where peopl巴 loung巴 before/ after visiti.ng the 
we can stil observe Ikat textiles as a living tradition archive at Ko-un-kan, of Fukuhara-Gakuen, Kitakyushu 
and some Japan巴se think lkat is unique to Japan, city, Fukuoka, Japan. The number, nine from the 
along with Indigo. Yet Ikat is universal---without name of the city (kitakyu-shu, directly translated 
appar巴nt boundaries in time or place. There ar巴 is: north-nin巴－ states/ lands) gav巴 me an inspiration 
many Ikat textiles being produced al over the world. to start designing the piece. Nine represents th巴
India, Indonesia, and Guat巴mala , and Japan are compl巴tion of the universe in many cultures and 
famous for their fine production of lkat. Traditional religions in the world. For instance, Mandalas in 
lkat textiles are b巴autiful. When they wer巴 first Buddhism d巴pict nine stations or paths in the universe. 
woven, they clearly mirrored the aes th巴tics of th巴 In the realm of ancient Greek mythology, Zeus has 
W巴aver, perspective of the market and the society nine daught巴rs (Muses) and they are also representative 
of th巴 time. Time has changed as well as our living of nine qualities of femininity. Visually, the nine 
environment and lif巴－ style . I believe it is significant square pan巴ls carries a range of shimmering colors 
to weave lkat to preserv巴 th巴 time-honored motifs, and shapes, in which I have this time translated the 
patterns and techniqu巴s, but at the same time, th巴re layer巴d images into th巴 two different elements. Th巴
must be another phase of lkat textiles to reflect the colored blocks project beyond the background with 
contemporary world we are now living in, which I masculine pose, while the floating figures in th 巴
see as a part of continuous history. I design my panels embrac巴 feminine movements. By layering 
textile work in a traditional context with a contemporary the two elements, I try not to set them apart one 
vision. from the other, but rather to bring out t h巴
‘wholeness of being ’ in this piece, as expressed in 
I use the traditional approach to lkat, which applies Nature itself---the Earth, the Sky, and th巴 Sea.
hand-tying the threads as a resist method prior to 
dyeing in ord巴r to produce the patterns before th巴 The images in my work are non objective, and with 
actual weaving begins. Designing and weaving Ikat th 巴m , I work to create a p巴r so nal feeling in th 巴
have many limitations throughout the proc巴ss, which 巴nvironm巴nt wh巴r巴 my work is placed and as well 
ar巴 u s ually consid巴red “ l imitations ” by some as a as in the hearts of the viewers. To me, textile has 
negative aspect to work with. To me, such limitations pow巴r to bring a sense of humane-ness wh巴rever it 
offer mo r巴 fr巴巴dom to explo I 巴 and expand the is p1esented. Probably it may be from the nature of 
possibilities in my work, and as long as I pay full textil 巴 s , being originally developed from organic 
attention to thes 巴 limitations, they become my matter and its deep roots in human history, which 
sincere collaborators in achieving what I want. gives us this wonderful sense of intimacy. After 
gaining freedom within “ so-called ” limitations of 
What I have been working on in r巴C巴nt years is the Ikat-techniques, my interest seems to have moved 
to create the layered images, which have captur巴d away from cont巴sting the techniques. Gradually I 
my int巴re s t for long. In the pi巴C巴， “s ilent ston巴S have dev巴lop巴d a personal dialogue in collusion 
unfolding ”( photograph P.12,-warp & w巴ft Ikat), I with th巴 weaving process itself, and inscribed on 
applied the same them巴 of the layered images of the woven surface the layered images of colors and 
air, light, water, and foothills with th 巴 technique of s hap巴s created by the faint balanc巴 of warp and 
inlayed threads (in this case, weftー lnlay) which I weft. 
have developed for the effect. Also, during th巴
dyeprocess, I intentionally streak-dyed the weft 
si I kby adding various dye-colors to create the more 
interesting effects of shimm巴ring colors. 
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